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Homeownership is a Core
American Political Value
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Homeownership as a Core
American Political Value (cont.)






Encouraging homeownership has had strong
bipartisan support through both Republican and
Democratic administrations
The vast majority of federal government
subsidies of homeownership have operated
through the tax system
FY2009 tax expenditures related to
homeownership ~ $150 billion
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Homeownership-Related Tax
Expenditures, FY2009

Source: Budget of the U.S. Government, FY2010, Analytical Perspectives.
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Why Do We Subsidize
Homeownership?



Political popularity—subsidies benefit the middle class

External benefits – better home maintenance; results in
higher student achievement, better neighborhoods, etc.







Quantifying external benefits is difficult
Empirical evidence is mixed

Important form of asset accumulation, especially for
minorities
Offsets negative homeownership incentives created by rent
subsidies (Section 8)
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Should We Expand
Homeownership Subsidies?




Clearly, homeownership not appropriate
for everyone
Given that we now subsidize most middle
and high income households, why not
expand subsidies to qualified lower-income
buyers?
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Homeownership Rates by Race/Ethnicity




2008 rate for African-Americans (47.4%)
& Hispanics (49.1) < 2/3rd rate for nonHispanic whites
Despite income growth by minorities,
very little reduction in racial gap in
homeownership rates
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Our Research Question




Can tax policy be reformed so as to do a better
job in encouraging homeownership?
Results based on housing tenure and housing
expenditure regressions and tax simulation
model




Probability of owning is a function of the user cost of
owning relative to renting

Data primarily from the 2000 Census PUMS (1%
sample)
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What’s Wrong with the
Mortgage Interest Deduction?


The MID is highly ineffective in encouraging
homeownership




Small or no incentives to those who are not now
homeowners
Largest incentives to those who would be homeowners
even in absence of the MID



Tax benefits concentrated among households
with high incomes



Encourages over investment in housing and too
few resources in more productive investments
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Distribution by Income Class of Homeowners and of the
Tax Benefit from the Mortgage Interest Deduction, 2004
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Distribution of Mortgage Interest Deductions
by Income Class, 2004
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Distribution of the Tax Benefits from the Mortgage
Interest Deduction by Income Class, 2004
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Why Don’t We Get Rid of the
Mortgage Interest Deduction?


Elimination is politically impossible






Obama’s proposal to cap the MTR at 28% for
the purpose of calculation deductions went
nowhere in Congress
The proposal of Bush’s Advisory Panel on Tax
Reform (2005) to replace the deduction with a
credit was “dead on arrival”
The real estate and housing industries are
opposed and both are politically powerful
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Why Don’t We Get Rid of the
Mortgage Interest Deduction? (cont.)


Eliminating the MID will generate less than its $95
billion tax expenditure


Without deduction some taxpayers will payoff part or
all of mortgage balance






Equity—net imputed rent—remains untaxed

Revenue gain to Treasury diminished if income
producing assets are sold to finance mortgage payoff

Eliminating the MID will be capitalized into
somewhat lower housing prices, especially in the
high-income market
16
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Why Don’t We Get Rid of the
Mortgage Interest Deduction? (cont.)


The tax benefits are spatially concentrated


Gyourko and Sinai (2003) show that replacing
the MID with equal/HH payments will create
more winners than losers, but


winners generally get small gains



Many losers have big losses, and



losers are concentrated in a relatively few areas and
thus have a strong incentive to fight against any
change
17
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So, What’s To Be Done?


Establish an optional 15% refundable
mortgage interest tax credit


Taxpayers with mortgage interest can choose
between a deduction or a credit



No taxpayer would lose a tax benefit



Credits would be refundable


With a non-refundable credit many taxpayers with
incomes < $40,000 would not be eligible for a
credit
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15% Optional and Refundable Credit
Impact on Homeownership Rates
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15% Optional and Refundable Credit
Distribution of Credits by Household Income
and Current Tenure Status
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Distribution of Tax Benefits by Income Class
Mortgage Interest Deduction Compared to a
15% Optional Credit or Deduction
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Conclusions


Mortgage interest deduction costs nearly $100 billion/
year, but






A refundable, optional credit would have cost an
additional $15.1 billion in 2004, but





It does little to encourage homeownership
Targets most benefits to high-income households
Is politically impossible to eliminate

It would spur homeownership, especially among minorities
It would provide increased tax subsidies to current owners with
incomes < $60,000 (many of whom are now struggling to
avoid foreclosure

The price of reform may well be additional ownership
subsidies, perhaps funded by increased tax rates
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